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What is modern?
(Merriam-Webster dictionary)

Main Entry: 1modern
Pronunciation: \ˈmä-dərn, ÷ˈmä-d(ə-)rən\
Function: adjective
Etymology: Late Latin modernus, from Latin modo just 

now, from modus measure
1  a : of, relating to, or characteristic of the present or 

the immediate past 
    b : of, relating to, or characteristic of a period 

extending from a relevant remote past to the present
2: involving recent techniques, methods, or ideas
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Outline

 The modes of modern observing
 Visitor Mode
 Service Mode

 The lifecycle of a proposal
 Phase 1: proposal submission
 Phase 2: definition of observations
 Phase 3: archive ingestion of data products

 The afterlife of a proposal
 Science Archives

 Virtual Observatory
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It was 30 years ago today:
the Period 22 schedule
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The modern schedule:
what’s with all this pink?
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Service mode observing
(aka queue observing)

 The observations are scheduled and executed 
without the the Principal Investigator (or 
collaborators) being present at the telescope

 The telescope is above the atmosphere: 
cumbersome to send observers there

 The telescope is below the atmosphere: desire 
to control its effects (and efficiently schedule 
transients/monitoring)
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The principle of ground-based
Service Observing

 Flexible Scheduling, i.e. the capability to 
continuously adapt the observing schedule 
to the external, often unpredictable 
conditions

 For this reason, and unlike in the case of 
space observatories, it is not generally 
possible to foresee the precise date when 
a given observation or programme will be 
carried out
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The effects of the atmosphere

       Moon               Transparency         Image quality
                                                    (seeing, strehl)
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Service Observing to maximize:

 The science efficiency by executing the 
programmes with highest scientific priority first 
and under the required observing conditions

 The scientific use of telescope time by having 
appropriate programmes ready for execution 
under a broad range of observing conditions

 The operational efficiency by sharing 
calibration data between programmes
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Tips for a Service Mode observer

 Set the loosest possible constraints compatible 
with your science

 Consider observing in bad weather (filler 
programme)

 Simplify as much as possible the strategy
 Keep the Observing Blocks as short as possible: 

varying conditions vs. saving on overheads
 Understand very well the Calibration Plan and ask 

for additional calibrations if needed
 Remember: no real-time decisions!
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 The observer is physically present at the telescope: for the 
VLT this happens 40% of the time (about 300 people a year!)

 Rationale:
 Real-time decisions
 Complex observing strategy
 Non-standard settings
 Non-standard calibrations
 Keep the community familiar with the observatories

Visitor Mode Observing
(aka classical observing)
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Service + Visitor = Modern Observing
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Entr'acte I
misconceptions on Service Observing

 Service Mode is cheaper than Visitor Mode
 False: Service Mode requires a rather large 

supporting structure (User Support, Quality 
Control, infrastructure, etc.)

 Service Observing is more efficient in 
terms of scientific shutter open time
 Not necessarily true: many more setups and 

instrument changes imply higher overheads and 
calibration load 
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Entr’acte II
IT infrastructure

 If people don’t travel, then information 
has to!
 E-mail
 Teleconferences
 Videoconferences
 Databases, database replication
 Data transfer (internet, hard media)
 Observing Block transfer
 …
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Entr’acte III
the VLT/VLTI instruments

More in
Mark Casali’s and 
Andrea Richichi’s 
lectures

Photo courtesy of Gerd Hudepol
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Entr'acte IV
the VLT model vs. the Keck model

VLT Keck

Open to a wide community Restricted access (UC, Caltech)

Public funding Private funding

Service and Visitor mode Only classical observing

Multiple instruments a night Fixed instrument configuration

World-wide public archive (almost) No archive

“Get there right!” “Get there first!”

Will this be the scheme also for the next generation of 
telescopes, i.e. European ELT and the Californian TMT???
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The lifecycle of a proposal
Phase 1

 You have to explain to 
a peer-review panel…
 What you want to 

observe
 Why you want to 

observe it
 How you want to 

observe it
 …and convince them 

to grant you time!
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The lifecycle of a (successful) proposal
Phase 2

 Specify all of the details of the observations:
 Instrumental setups
 Exposure and execution times (ETC, overheads, etc.)
 Observing techniques (offsets, chopping, etc.)
 Constraint set(s)
 README file
 Finding charts
 Ephemeris
 …
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Phase 2
 Observing Blocks and templates

 OBs are observing 
sequences based on 
templates

 Templates describe the 
basic operations that the 
instrument can perform

 Templates are customized 
with parameters

 OBs also contain 
additional information: 
constraints, timing, etc.
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Phase 2
README file

 The README file is used 
to communicate relevant 
information to the staff 
astronomer on the 
mountain, such as the 
description of the 
programme…

 …and any other special 
requirements (time 
constraints, execution 
sequence, etc.)
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Phase 2
Finding Charts

 And, finally, finding 
charts visually help 
the observer to 
identify the intended 
target…

 …sometime it’s easy…
 …sometimes not quite!

Courtesy of Paola Popesso
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Phase 2
Definition of the Observing Run

 Service Mode PIs interact with the Observatory 
staff, e.g. the ESO User Support Department 
here in Garching, until the Phase 2 package is 
ready for execution

 Visitor Mode PIs are required to go to the 
mountain ahead of time to finalize the 
observations with the local staff

 Ideally all problems are caught and solved 
before the night starts so that no telescope 
time is lost
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…the data are finally acquired…

(and you go happily about doing your science with it)
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The afterlife of a proposal
Archives and Virtual Observatory

 Data are archived to be used by present and future 
generations for research and education

 The archive becomes an instrument in its own right, 
capable of producing genuinely novel science
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Phase 3
Returning the Data Products to the 

Observatory
 PIs of Public Surveys and Large Programmes (as 

of P75) have to return data products to ESO
 All other users are encouraged to do so
 In-house production of data products
 These data products include:

 calibrated images and/or spectra (flux calibrated, 
astrometrized, etc.)

 catalogues with the physical properties of the sources 
(redshift, chemical abundances, emitted fluxes at 
different wavelengths, etc.)
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The archive as a new instrument

 A modern archive contains the raw data and 
processed data of different levels, possibly all 
the way up to highly processed data ready for 
scientific use

 The full exploitation of archive data requires 
specific tools to, e.g., easily combine data from 
different instruments and observatories: the 
Virtual Observatory (cf. Paolo Padovani’s and 
Evanthia Hatziminaoglou lectures)
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The archive as a new instrument
(ESO Science Archive Survey)
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A modern archive in action

29

archive.eso.org
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Putting everything together:
The Data Flow System
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Service + Visitor + Virtual Observatory
=

The Observatory of the future
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Photo courtesy of Yuri Beletsky

Enjoy the 2008 Neon School!!


